
INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS

FRAUD PREVENTION, FORENSIC AUDIT & INVESTIGATION

Date: Wednesday, 27 - Friday 29 September  2017

Venue: Flamingo Beach Resort, Mombasa

Corporate crime is unlikable fact in today’s  big business world. It has touched every country, every industry and has no signs of stopping. 

Throughout the pas 5 years, the number of reported cases in fraud and corruption has continued to grow radically . As organizations are fighting a 

tough battle against this crimes, new strategies and methods are needed to conqueror the rapidly changing commercial crime scene. 

Compounding this are the challenges faced by the audit teams and a general lack of the necessary skills set to collect the right audit evidence so 

critical to criminal investigations.
While the regulatory measures and internal control in reporting requirements help to lessen the potential for falsified activities to take place, 

history has shown that ingenuous employees can an have manipulated even the best control systems for personal gain.
The workshop has been  carefully designed to assist auditors in identifying warning signs , analyzing various audits functions, preserving 

evidence , sharpening forensic documentation skills and conducting a forensic investigation.

OVERVIEW:

KEY ISSUES:

?Heightening Corporate Sustainability through effective Fraud Mitigation Strategies .

?How to conduct anti-farud and anti-bribery audits.

?Enhancing Fraud Risk Management Strategies.

?Mastering Procurement Fraud and Techniques to overcome it.

?Skills for forensic investigations.

?Successful prosecution of economic crimes in particular fraud.

?The integration of accounting, auditing and investigative skills.

?Gain the Expertise to conduct investigation and ensure recovery.

?Learn how to make your organization resistant to all forms of unethical businesses. 

?Secure analyze and present the evidence.

?Find elusive misconducts that others miss.

?Fraud Detection through interviewing Skills

hC r :a ges
Members:50,000 +16%VAT

Non-Members: 60,000 +16%VAT

Reservations

Book  via online platform
http://www.iiakenya.co.ke/training-and-events.html
 or
Email info@iiakenya.co.ke
call Dorcas on 0721615863/0780615863

Bank Details

Bank Name: Barclays Bank of Kenya
A/CName: Institute of Internal Auditors
Branch: Haile selassie Avenue
Code: 082
A/C No: 1339014
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